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ISN'T All FANTASVlAND
YET THROUGH All THE TAKIN' AND All THE lEARNIN'
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DO WE EVER KNOW IT .....
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I
columns of white ghosts
march up into the northern sky.
they strobe sheets of pale light
ac ross th e stars
that disappear into the sea.

Peter's
The cheshire

Secret
cat smiles:

beh ind a book he looks;
he peers and puzzles, trying to perceive
pictures of perserverance;
woefully (not to mention wistfully)
wonders wildly on implements
of
intellectual
imagery and intuitive
imagination.
The cheshire cat sm l les,
and yawns and stretches,
and slowly purrs
and slowly shrinks
and

slowly
fades
and with a great

POOF

disappears.
--Kenny

Klein

II
the crimson arches, spreads,
settles in this ice-dagger air
to a rose glow in frozen geyser trees.
it brings the crushed glass ground to life •
. --Rob
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Stuart Rissoff
My experience at Highgate Manor Nursing Home has truly been a learning one. It is difficult to put into words my feelings about the time I have spent at Highgate Manor. I first
visited the nursing home in connection with one of my classes. I wou Id bring my guitar and
entertain during what is called "popcorn social". The reactions I received varied. Sometimes the residents wou Id offerno response or reaction. However, on a number of occasions
everyone wou Id be clapping, dancing and singing a long. The joy this brought to me is impossible to describe. Being able to bring some happiness into their Iives was indeed a
beautiful experience. That was my first semester at Highgate Manor. I've been visiting
one resident during this entire school year. He's a man who has had many problems. I've
seen him come a long way. He's come from bei ng quite dependent on others to care for
him to being relatively independent. We've developed a personal relationship which has
benefited us both tremendously.
I learned a lot about life from this experience. One sees in a nursing home a side of life
that many people never see. Human suffering, pain, senility, loss of control of one's own
body. This is all part of life in a nursing home. Needless to say, it is impossible not to
appreciate one's own life in contrast to this life. My problem seemed realitevely insignificant in view of what I saw in the nursing home. One sees Iife in a totally different perspective.
Many of the residents are very talented. One resident, Rowena Bennett, is a poet. The
following is one of her poems and comes from a book of children's poems entitled "Songs
from Around a Toadstool Table". All of her poems are delightful, but this one is my favorite. For me its sums up much of what life is all about.

KITE:
Oh, I am a kite
with a face and a tai I!
I fly without wings
at the front of the oa Ie;
Over the trees
and the housetops I sai I,
For I am a kite
with a hood and a tai I.
See that poor butterfly
down in the clover,
Beating her fragi Ie wings
over and over;
Hello, Butterfly,
don't you wish you were I
Sporting about in the blue
of the sky?

BUTTERFLY:
Hello, foolish Kite;
why, of course it is true
That from such a height
you've a beautifu I view:
It must be delightful
up there in the blue,
Yet I shou Id not care
to change places with you;
F or freedom there is
in a butterfly's
wing,
But you, s lavish creature,
are tied to a string!
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Communication
Through living

COMMUNICATION
THROUGH QUESTIONING
reading,

studying,

research,

thought

COMMUNICATION THROUGH

;
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Controlled Movement

gymnastics
karate
fencing
dance
judo

swimming
archery
skating
wrestling
skiing
b, drni ttcn

golf
Eld

ock ey

volley ball
squash
tenrus
paddle ball
hand ball

soccer
basket ball
etc.
AN D--

FOOTBAllFOOTBAllFOOTBAllFOOTBAllFOOTBAllFOOTBAI
In their last game as Cortland
Red Dragons, all ten graduating
seniors saw at least some action. Defensive back John Almonte intercepted two passes
and ran one of them back 34
yards. Almonte also recovered
two fumbles this year. Dan
Dupre played well at defensive
end as did Bill MacNeill at
middle guard and Jim Savino at
defensive tackle, all starters
for most of the year. On the
offensive line, Greg Michaels
and captain Bob Defliese closed
out their Cortland playing days
at tackle and guard, respectivel y.
Receiver Mark Jenks caught
three passes in the game for
92 yards and one touchdown,
finishing the year with 16
receptions. A replacement will
be hard to find for halfback
Bruce Layman, leading rusher
on the team thi s year. Layman
scored the 87 yard kickoff return as well as completing an
18 yard pitchpass play to Jenks
and also completed the conversion to tie the score. He
completed both pitch-pass attempts he tried this year and
netted a total of 37 yards on
them. Layman al so led the team
in scoring with 30 points and,
incidentally, caught 12 passes
this year. Back-up quarterback
Gary Marando finished his
Cortland career with a .440
completion percentage, better
than Boettger's .396. Eddie
Zaloom saw limited action,
gaining 65 yards in 13 carries
thi s year, a 5.0 average with
one touchdown.
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Quaff
join me!
we'll quaff!
because I feel
like
I just missed Boardwalk
with a hotel ...
--Andrew M. Puritz

SOMEWHERE
OVER

RAINBOW

LIVINGSTON

wcsu ...
Mark Ginsberg,
General Manager of WCSU, the
largest student organization on
campus, finds work at the station challenging. Right now he is
working toward the move to FM I
as is shown by the efforts to update the educational programs
and music of the station.

This year WCSU has incorporated
the Block Teory of Music. This involves the OJ playing certain types
of music during their show therefore the Iistener wi II know when to
tune in to hear their favorite musical
styles.
I

The Sounds of Music

Jeff Dick,. "Music People"
One of the OJ's at the station believes
that a variety of music is important for
his viewers. He enjoys what he does because he loves music and loves the display of it to the publ ic .

Juliet Posner, "2-5 on Tuesday"
Enjoys the job because you can say
and do what you want; its I ike a power;
its different. Its an experience she
wanted to have. Jul iet just enjoys the
listening to music for three hours.
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This fall the Cortland Rugby Club closed out
their most successful season on a triumphant
note by beating visiting Binghamton 19-6.
The conditions that the. game was played under
were cold and sunny with a very muddy field.
These conditions did not seem to hinder the
ruggers, but the game was not the most exciting game witnessed by a Cortland crowd this
year. T here were numerous line-outs and scrum
downs which slowed the game considerably.
Combine these factors with the ball often being
out of bounds and you have one of the slower
and more uninteresting games Cortland played
thi s season.
The Dragons were in complete control of the
game. The second score resulted when the
scrum won the ball. Scrum half Phil Ledea
grabbed it and fed Andy Strunk who took 2
steps and fired a drop kick through the uprights. Binghamton narrowed the gap to 7-6
but before half time Cortland retaliated with
another try. The points were tallied again by
Andy Strunk on a run and a pass play for a 136 lead. The second half had only one score
and that was by hooker Bi II y Krecker. T he conversion was made by Dave Zeitler.

SOCCERSOCCERSOCCERSOCSOCCER
ECAC CHAMPS
Cortland State captured their second successive Eastern Athletic Conference soccer championship by
defeating

Union College 1-0 in the finals on Sat-

urday, November 16. The Dragons, who won last
year's title game against Rochester by the same
score, took the lead for good when Mickey Potter
scored on a penalty kick with 12:07 remaining
the first half.

Potter-s goal, which caught the
the net, was the deciding factor
close soccer game. Both teams
soccer, especially in the second
controlled the latter 25 minutes
dominated

top right corner of
in the extremely
played hard clean
quarter when Union
while Cortland

the prior 20 minutes.

outshot Cortland 15-9,

in

Union actually

only the second such oc-

curance for the Dragons all year.
As had been the story throughout the entire season,
the defense was the saving factor for the Dragons.
Led by Goalie Wignot's twelve saves, the defense
was flawless. Fullbacks Chris Tyson, Shawn MacDonald and George Weissman, Who played their
last game together, kept the fast Union forwards
searching for an opening while Kevin Tucker and
Elliot Simon clearned the ball downfteld,
Despite the fine defensive effort Union did score
with less than three minutes in the game, but it was
called back because they had fouled a Cortland fullback. Union also had a shot wide of the net on a
penalty kick earlier in the game.
--Fritz

Favorule
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CROSSCOUNTRYCROSSCOUNTRY

ROSSCOUNTRYCROSSCI

SAB Presents a Season of

D RA G -I N N S

Learning at Cortland College isn't restricted to classes in a few buildings on top of a hill. Every
one rea lizes being away from your fami Iy and on your own in the dorms or off-campus is an education in itself. But you don't get academic credit for that or for life courses or for participation
in college organizations.
Yet there are ways to get credit for learning away from Cortland. Everyone knows about student teaching for a semester, but that's only one of several possibilities.
.
Some departments allow their majors to go to a univers ity in Europe as the pictures on these pages
of physical education majors in Cologne, Germany show. Elaine Chauncey and Sandi Cole describe two of the other programs that get you out of Cortland.

..
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Mark Twain once said "Never let your schooling
your education."
I firmly believe it.

interfere

with

Perhaps the most valuable opportunity Cortland offered me was
the opportunity to forget" school ing" and to "get educated."
During the spring of my junior year, my friend and I wandered through
Europe. I certainly learned a lot: about aching shoulders, tender
feet, a top-heavy backpack and chasing trains.
But certainly more than that.
People: we're all the same and all so different
Places: every country, city and vi Ilage has its own beat, rhythm and aroma
Things: Like politics,
paintings and cappuccino
And perhaps,

most important,

I learned lots about myself.

And the nicest part is that Cortland gave me a chance to "get educated"--to
be independent and to design my own study program in
Art History, without even losing my "schooling."
I received academic credit for my vagabonding efforts. Perhaps this is an opportunity you'd like to take. You'll never forget it.
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The Washington Semester Program open/ preferably/ to political science majors is offered as a
one semester course of study. The State University College at Brockport is the center for the
program. Cortland is a member school. Aproximatel y twelve colleges and university units throughout New York State participate in the Washington/ D.C. based program. Students are selected
from.competition
in the spring of each academic year for participation
in the following fall and
spring.
T he program is in the evolution stages / but the 1974-75
academ ic year offered two programs-the full-time
intern program provides the opportunity for the students to concentrate their efforts
on one area of interest either in a Congressional office or an agency. The regular course work
program involves two academic courses, one on national policies and the other on the legislative process. The regular course work students are also required to do an extensive research
project on an area selected by each student. Regular course work students are also giventhe
option of working part-time in Congressional offices or agencies.
While staying in Washington, D.C"/ the students reside at the "fashionable"
Annapolis
ers on 11th and H St. N .W. It is not the Hilton/ but they cannot beat the location. The
shopping area in downtown Washington, all the federal buildings/
the Capitol, the White
museums/ and the monuments are all within a few blocks of the hotel. The classroom for
gram is also in the basement of the hotel.
It is an exciting/

memorable/

fun, and educational

semester well worth applying

for.

Towmain
House,
the pro-

I'm a freshman. See the smi Ie on my face,
the energy in my wa Ik, my enthusiasm in
listening to a 2 1/2 hour lecture. The
little kid growing up. It's all so exciting.
But wi II it last? Has the feeling of depression and frustration hit you yet?

"It will. Wait ti II second semester. It ravaged our dorm like a tida I wave my freshman year. The first semester we were like
you: doing insane things a 1/ the time ••
constantly on the move •.•
laughing,
smoking, drinking,
loving."

I

I

Second semester--great
disi Ilusionment.
High school was garbage, and this is the
same. Down all the time. Drop French,
drop math, drop history. Six hours left,
and one of those is beginning rope skipping 161. The parties aren't even fun any
more. Nothing's happening. There is a
way out. Down from the phi losophy clouds
to the real world. Banana ice cream and
a Mounds bar.
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. snow saddIe:. und horses.
the merry-go ro
h the pines .
wind
throug.
yelling.
sounds
nothing like
I
--Rob Lee

The Case of

STUKULS

The 200-250/
students who attended Feb II's
rally listened toa
varety of speeches
that both supported
Dr. Stukuls and
denounced the
corporate methodology
College administration.

of the Cortland

A total of five faculty members and four
students addressed the mass of students
and faculty who huddled together in the
area between Old Main and the Miller
Administration
building. Joel Delofsky,
a member of the Campus Rights Committee , introduced the orators.
The final speaker, Dr. Stukul s , read a
chronology of the events and edcisions
that have resulted in his not being recommended for continuing appointment.
Stukuls did this so that students would
have a comprehensive understanding of
the issue.

No

No
Appeal

-
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appearing at

cortlam state moffett center gym
9 p.m. saturday, reb. 15, 1975
$~.OO SUCCLimited

Advance Sale

$4.50 Others II Day 01 Show at Corey Union
NO Tickets
Will Be Sold
A t Th e D oor
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TICKET OUTLETS:
Corey Union, Record People,
Dot Discount--_CORTLAND
TC3 Bookstore---DRYDEN
The Straight, Egbert Union,
Midtown Records---ITHACA
OCC, Spectrum
Records---SYRACUSE
Hi Fi Records---JOHNSON
CITY
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WOMENS OMEN

Facing Brockport for their final meet of the season the Women's Gymnastic team
combined efforts to rally by a score of 82.02-75.98.
The vaulters again sparked
the win. However, Coach Tiburzi commented that the team still fell a little short
of their expectati ons. Cortland swept the top four vaulti ng spots and collected 22 .
95 points for that event. On the uneven bars, Jan Herringer gave a particularly
good performance although she placed only third. First place was taken by Brockport, while Cortland's Nona Natke took second. Again at this meet, Jan Seraphin
gave a strong performance, taking first with her floor exercise. Cortland also took
first on the balance beam even though that is not usually one of Cortland's stronger
events.
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by Mike 5.n5010
The

as he led the Dragons

Cortland

Basketball

team

State

ended

their

season this past week, a season
that

broke

the promises

of last

year's successful 13·9 team,
and a season that gave some
new promises for the future.
During the season the
Dragons changed personalities
and capabilities
many times,
but never could quite find the
formula
Coach
Stockholm
thought

they

had

in

the

ended

the

beginning of the season.
The

Dragons

season with a win, leaving their
final record at 10-13, 3-8 in the
SUNYAC. Stockholm
said the
team
lost
a
lot
over

intercession.

Cortland was 3-3

at the break with a three game
win streak going when they

returned to lose 8 of their next
11 game"

Pete

a senior
from Cattaragus,
ended the
season and his career in superb
fashion.

Weishan,

WelShan

the season

slowly,

though

he

second
wasn't

leading
assured

was

positionH<1wever
of the season
pruven
most

himself
talented

player.
Weishan

had

started

and even
last

year's

scorer,
he
a starting
by the end
he had easily
the

Dragons

and

valuable

mild comeback.
Throughout

24 points

in his final game and finished
his
career
with
391
total
points, the fifth hightest total
in Cortland history. Pete broke
the 20 point mark in each of
his last 5 games, as he scored
125 points in that stretch and

was nonored with his selection
to the ECAC team of the week
last week. Weishan's
brilliant
finale made the season worth
watching, after all else was lost,

the year many

players
moved about
in the
ranks of the basketball
team,
but the tW0 that will probably

make the most impact in the
future were frosh guards Terry
Murphy
and Darry
Becker.
Murphy
was on the varsity
from the start of the year, but

it wasn't until the fourth game
that
he
presence

started
making
felt.
Murphy

his
was

ranked
as one of the best
fouls hooters
in the nation,
until recent weeks and he will
probably
be a· fixture in the
Cortland backcourt for quite a
while.
Becker

moved

up the the

varsity late in the season, and
wasted

no time

himself

as a

guard.

in establishing

fine

Stockholm

offensive
can

look

forward to the return of these
two along with Tom Mossotti
next year.
There will be problems in

the

Dragon

forecourt

next

year, with Weishan and Greg
Tyler both gone. Ton Wiggnot
and Ed Prue will be returning,
though,
and hopefully
a few
prospects will come with them.
The Dragons closed their
season
this past Tuesday
as
.hev
be;" Alfred in Alfred.
This win Yo., Cortland's fourth

in
scored

to their

their

last

five

games,

showing that if things hadn't
fallen apart after intercession it

might not be "wait until next
year" . again.
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Cortland's men's swimming team
closed out their dual meet season by defeating Fredonia and
Brockport in a meet in the PER
pool. T he wi ns kept the team's
winning streak intact for the
season. By not losing a single
meet in February, Cortland
brought their season record to
9-5, the best season they have
had in five years.
The 80-33 win over Brockport
came as expected. However,
the 65-48 win over Fredonia
turned out to be the icing on
the cake. Kerry QUilty broke
his old 3 meter diving record
of 269.65 with a 276.30
total, on Iy to see teammate
Randy Taylor better that mark
with a 276.60 two minutes
later. T he Dragons set three
new pool and varsity records in
the meet.

WRESTlINGWRESTllNGWRESTllNGWRESTlINGWRESTllNGW

WRESTLING RESTllNGWRESTllNGWRESTLINGWRESTllNGW

To Nationals
COrtland College will send
three wrestlers to the NCAA
Wrestling
Championship,
March 7-8.
Bruce Smith,
freshman,
will compete at 118 lbs', Smith
finished
second
in the
SUNYAC championships.
Rory Whipple, Junior, will
compete at 158 lbs. Whipple
placed third in the National
Junior college Championships
last year and won the 158 lb.
SUNYAC title this season. He
"~l.l::l~dl,plac~d

second in the New York

State lnvitaticnal last week,
Phil Kenol, Senior,
compete at the 167 lb. wei
class. Kenul placed fifth in t
N.Y. Stale Invitational 10si
out to last yean
Nario
Champion.
COrtland's young wrestli
team,
only
two
se ni
finished the season ranked fi
in SUNY AC, tenth in N
State and sixteenth
in
nation
among Division
colleges.

free cakes
donuts'
coffee:
tea,
what mor e cou Id you ask fo 7
~~e dorm that 9i~~S
most blood gets
a eg of beer!
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"Our trad iti ons, our trad iti ons
Tumbled down, lost to us
Our trad iti ons ..
"
Beta Frol ics
Spring 1973

When you part from this house,
you wi /I fi nd that what you
love most about it is made
clearer in its absence.
adapted from "T he Phopet"
It is sad, a parting of friends.
But sadder sti II
Is to leave knowing there can never again be that bond.
When strangers walk the halls, and paint the walls, and
change the sign on the door,
It will no long be the house that was for so long myfriend ..
It is sad.
Annie

SIGMA RHO SIGMA CLOSES

\~.;

I understand
Just how you feel
Your love for me
Has been unreal
It's over now
But it's been grand, my dear,
I understand, I understand.
Anonymous

A violet once smiled at me
Now vi olets rem ind me of you.
Sig Rho

HOUSING FOR ME AND YOU?

SORRY, BUT NOT THIS YEAR.
T his spring Cortland had its first major
upset since 1968 and the war protests.
In 1975 Cortland students got "evicted,"
that is lost the right to say "Yes, I want
to stay on campus," and found themselves saying "Yes, I'm NH." So what
do they do? Where do they go? They
tried a rally. Unfortunately for them the
Housing office and the Residence Life
staff held firm in their answer, their
solution--a lottery. Either this or a gigantic number of triples. So the move
began to off campus housing.

OFF CAMPUS LIFE HERE

~
I

WE'COME,---------------

WHCOME
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BLACKWEEK '75a time when the b lack and Latin students get together and produce a week
long cultural program (this year's
events inc luded the Trammps concert
and the Ju Iian Bond lecture) and a
temporari Iy unified front.

Q: WHAT ARE YOUR VIEWS,
THOUGHTS OR EXPRESSIONS ABOUT BLACK LIFE
AT CORTLAND STATE?
A: State
My opinion of black life at Cortland
I don't
is that it is what you wou Id
expect in a sma II white town. The
socia I life wi II be exact Iy what you
make of it. The few theatres don't
show what I consider to be entertaining. Many of the whites look at
you as if you are going to eat them
or with the expression that I'm sure
glad I'm not black. Many teachers
don't give you a chance to disp lay
what you know. They te II you from
the start that they think you're stupid. You get used to constantly being surrounded by whites and seeing
blacks now and then. You pray for
the day when you can go home and
have food the way you're used to
having it cooked and many other
things of this nature. In conclusion,
black life here is in a make-believe
world, but it is just something that
you have to adjust, cope, adapt
and learn to deal with.

think there is a "black life"
at Cart land State. Many of the black
students live off campus. This does
not help the b lack students when it
comes to unity. There are on Iy a
few of us. The attitudes of the black
students at Cart land are not together. There are b lack students who
wi II look right in your face and not
say a word--I mean even a dog bark.
The b lack students need to get their
heads together and realize we are
a II we have at Cortland State, and
there is no reason that we all can't
be "together."

Blackness is beautifu I. However,
it's too bad that many blacks on
campus don't think so. I've found
b lack Iife at Cart Ian d to be a terrib Ie drag--too many of the brothers
and sisters have been everything
BUT brothers and sisters.
There
is without a doubt a separateness
among the b lacks that causes me
to wonder what has happened to
b lack un ity and b lack love that I
feel should be prevalent. In conclusion, there's really no particular black life--just
a group ofblacks
trying to find "me".

Black life in Cortland is unstable.
There are ups and downs in attitudes. I have experienced more prejudices in groups of my fellow black
students than wh ites. The genera I
attitude is to stay to to onese If and
lean on each other when it's time
for assignments due. Althoughwe're
a minority here at Cortland, many
black students have negative outlooks on the surroundings.
There
are peop Ie who I considered friends
when I arrived here and now that
I've added more friends (white) they
treat me as if I don't exist. I came
to Cort land prepared to dea I with
racist whites, but not I'm trying to
cope with my racist brothers.

In our "exc Ius ive" b lack community

'1 find sisters who think they're my
mother and brothers who are like
hustlers in the street--jive.
I think
it's a II a matter or everybody try i ng
to "get over". Sti II even among the
pettiness and racial attitudes,
there
are still some brothers and sisters
who keep the "black is beautiful"
thing of the sixties.
I think we need
this because it is us, we, ourselves
that make each other flunk out and
create unnecessary tensions by gossiping and etc, etc, etc, etc.

For me personally (as a black) life
is on the okay. Yes, there are definite signs of racist and prejudiced
attitudes vibrating in the air, but
it doesn't bother me. I just do my
thing, and they do theirs. Whenever
there arises a conflict in our behaviors or attitudes I try to understand their rationa Ie and in turn,
try to he Ip them understand me. But
you know, some of these peop Ie
are just plain and simply dumb. At
times I just want to be with other
b lacks and just feel good around
them, because they can understand
when I'm getting into good music
as I stand listening to it and getting
into it. Hey, life here can surely
use some defin ite improvements!
Everything is catered to the whites.
What do you expect--they're
in majority. But nonetheless Cortland by
far is not the worst place to be.
Just bring some more folks and things

wif l be Ilne .

I am the raven by the deep ,
perched on the sands of prejudice
pressed on the verge of seagull-land
my croaking cries are not heard
I've forsaken master's birdcage
my lifelong search has led me here
not to be tortured or ensnared
but to freely walk the seagull's sand
I am the raven by the deep
,
my bird's-eye-view
can clearly see
that I'm in place upon the sand-I am the blackbird of this sand.
I am the phoenix of this land!
--John

Stigall

Peace commune, village of the infinite love tunes
Campfires burning beneath the moon
chanting songs of peace of mind and songs of good
karma
dancing naked on the sands of joy-Peace commune, village of the jingling tamborines
Bands of voices softly sing
of the All Wi se who created the dear ra i nbow
hail and snow
and the clear meadows of the dear sun-For you have found your true dream'
a festival of sm i les and not a tenement of frowns
you too have been found it seems
within the poetical universe,
--John

Stigall

People
tend to forget
Many
many
Things of the past.
Why-I wonder
Should someone
Forget about
A mother
Their mother
Forget about
Her warmth
her love-Her beauty; Black beautiful
Forget about
the stre ngth
her strong
Hand/strong sound
T hat she
Instilled.
Why-I wonder
Should someone
not real i ze
About
A father
T heir father
the man
who bui It--

Madeus->
who strugg led!
Forget about
his being
His wonders
hi s love--

woman
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The championship bowl from the annual
go If tournament sponsored by the Eastern Association
of Interco Ilegiate Athletics for Women has come to Cort land
for the first time.
With Paula Morabito and Susan DeKa Ib providing the one-two combination in scoring,
Cortland's
women
golfers did the job against an eight
team fie Id on the plush Ocean Pines
Country Club course in Ocean City,
Mary land.

Morabito, a sophomore from Liverpool,
scored 85's on each of the two rounds
for a score of 170, good enough for a
fourth place individual
finish.
Also
competing for Cortland, coached by
Sa lIy Wa Ilace, were Ju lie Sprague and
Jean Sw ierczek.
In second place was the host team"
Salibury State of Maryland.
Mount
Holyoke was third and Penn State was
fourth.

TENN ISTENN ISTENNISTENN ISTENNISTENN ISlENN IS ENN I

It looks as though the women's tennis team is off to another fine season. Long prac. tices have paid off with a winning record of 3-1. The women began their season at Wi 1.liarn and Smith College where some of the new members had their first taste of victory.
They returned to Cortland with a 4-2 victory. They then traveled to Buffalo to score a
smashing 7-0 victory. With all the members flying high, they proceeded to Cornell for
what was to be their toughest test. Cornell played a flawless match, and Cortland lost
the season's closest match. Hoping to return to their winning ways, the team journeyed
to Brockport only to be rained out. They were forced to wait until the following week
when they beat Oneonta 6-0.
--from

The Press 10/18/74

Last weekend the Cortland State tennis team concluded their mediocre season by finishing a disappointing eighth in the twelve team SUNYAC tournament held at Binghamton.
Randy Berste II,M i ke Keane and Mark Howe a II
won their first round matches before getting beaten by seeded p layers in the quarter fina Is.
Bob
Roshman and Dennis Rock both lost their first round
matches. Gary Conk lin drew a third seed (the on Iy
Cort land p layer to be seeded) was beaten in the
quarterfinals after drawing a first round bye.
--from

The Press 10/18/74
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The Cortland baseball team finished their
fa II season last week on a good note winning a SUNYAC double header over Geneseo; 5-0, 9-2.
The team finished up the
season with a 7 and 3 overa II record, with
an impress ive 5 and 1 in the conference.
Coach Wa Ilace saw the season as being very
encouraging.
The team showed a "lot of
depth all around;" according to Wallace.
Bruce Randall made the biggest reversal at
the plate. He led the team in home runs (3),
RBI's (13), doubles, total bases and he
batted a healthy .387.
All the other batting
categories (except average) were headed by
centerfie Ider Dave Browman. Browman
batted. 394, had 13 hits, one homerun
and 10 RBI's.
A most pleasant surprise at the plate was
transfer Bi II Izzo. lzzo , a third baseman
did not start for most of the year but once
he did, he never stopped. Izzo led the
team with a .429
batting averaqe and
drove in 10 runs.

lACROSSElACROSSElACROSSElACROSSElACROSSElACROSSE

Jim Tarnow's goa I with 5:07 left to play lifted underdog Cortland to a 12-11
victory over upstate rival Hobart in the NCAA College Division lacrosse championship Saturday at C. W. Post.
The title was the second in three years for the Red Dragons of coach Chuck
Winters, the win, Cortland's fifth straight since a loss to Cornell, upping the
victor's season record to 10-4.
Hobart, an early season winner over Cortland,
saw-its 12 game win string snapped Cits other loss was to Cornell) and wound
up the season at 13-2.
Hobart, likewise a one goal loser
Towson State in overtime), raced
looked ready to b low. Cart land off
who knocked off the third, second
ra Ilied and went ahead 4-3 early

a year ago in the championships <18-17 to
to a 3-0 lead after eight minutes of p lay and
the fie ld , But the sixth-rated
Red Dragons,
and first seeded teams to cia im the crown,
in the second quarter.

T he two teams batt led to a 6-6 ha Iftime tie, but Hobart aga in appeared to take
the upper hand, gaining a quick 8-6 lead in the third quarter. But a pair of
Ernie Olson goals evened the count at 8-8.
Cortland led 10-9 after three
quarters, but unassisted goals by Chris Green and John Bishop put the toprated Statesman on top 11-10.
Chuck Induddi pulled Cortland even again with a goal with 7:14 left, setting
the stage for Tarnow's game-winner, a long, low, grass skimmer that came with
Cortland in a man-up situation because of a Hobart penalty.
Hobart did manage a couple of shots in the late stages of play, although none
were on goa I, but an offsides pena Ity in the fina I minute against Hobart enabled Cortland to eat up the clock and clinch the championship as 3,500
fans
looked on.
Olson wound up with three goals to pace Cortland; Tarmow,
Smith a II netting two goals and handing out one assist.

Induddi and Jud
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Where can you a Iways find
Cort land students on a
Friday afternoon?

In class or the library?
In Corey or Downtown?
No I at Greyhound.

And
you stand there.
Looking
Serious Iy-Brief Iy , then a smi le ,

I don't understand.
You.
On Iy at times,

(tho)

Tomorrow's a new day-I know this.
Very well.
But!
I sti II don't understand.
Today will be yesterday
Soon.
Then,
maybe,

I will know.
Don't think so tho.
Tomorrow is still
Why?

today.

I
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In Memoriam

Catherine Behringer
Your friendship is the glowing sun ...
That warms the
winding road ••.
And lightens every step I take ...
Beneath my dai Iy load ...
It is the soft and si Ivery note ••
That leaves the convent be II ••.
The tender flower that I
pick .••
To wear in my lape I •..
It is the murmur of the
brook ••.
The laughter of a chi Id •••
And a II the fragrance and romance
• Of woods and grasses
wi Id .••
Your friendship is the echo in ••.
The hi lis that
hold the dawn •••
And every dream that lingers when .••
The purple dusk is gone ...
It is the quiet gentleness ...
Of winds that walk the sea.
It is the all-embracing
gift
.••
My God has given me.
J. Metca Ife
Carole Wehrle/Maryalice

Jenkins

Ivan D. Richards
There is a curious paradox
that no one can exp lain
who understands the secret
of the reaping of the grain
who understands why spring is born
out of winter's laboring pain
or why we must all die a bit
before we grow again.

IN ·MEMORIAM

Robert W. Bedell Jr.
Lost
on a painted sky
where the clouds are hung
for the poet IS eye
you may find him
if you may find him

A friend that will never
be 11 outta here"
-- T he Gang

Be
as a page that aches for a word
which speaks on a theme

that is timeless
while the sun god will make for

down.

I don't remember

your day

sing--as

For a Dancer
Keep a fire burning in your eye,
Pay attention to the open sky,
You never know what will be coming

a song in search of a

voice
that is silent
and the one God
will make for your way

losing track of you.
You were always dancing in and out of view.
I must have thought you'd always be around,
Always keeping things real about playing
Now you are nowhere to be found.

the clown.

--Jackson

Browne

Kenneth Doi

I remember· wandering

alone over gentle hills.

A fresh snow underfoot, my
footsteps vanishing into the
distance behind me made me
stand sti II and ponder the mystery of an aging surprise.

Continuing my journey, I came upon the
steps of another who wandered the same
mild slopes and our footsteps, as thoughts
or feelings between brothers, kept on flowing together.

I couldn't tell where I was headed but I confided in
my steps: our paths were a Iways near, further on a
piece, I looked aside--those
steps had disappeared.

Again I stood alone in the snow. Two
trails behind me, a familiar yet closer
unknown ahead. Spring can't remember the footsteps in the snow, but we've
left ours and I'm learning to grow.
--a friend

3/13/75
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Somehow Cortland College, the F.S.A.
and
Mother Nature all got together, cooperated on
the Spring picnic, and made it the most successful one in years. Not on Iy was the weather
miraculous Iy perfect, the peop Ie fri end Iy , the
food and beer plentiful,
but the lines were to lerab Iy short for everything--beer,
busses,
beer, food, beer--well,
for a Imost everything.
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THIS YEAR AT CORTLAND ENDED WITH A HAPPY DAY

Ii

GRADUATION IS ALSO ...

a lot of cha irs f
caps and gowns

a procession
a crowd of
re latives

f

f

l

posing for pictures f
sayi ng good-bye to
friends.

f

After spending four years of
their lives at Cort land State
as face less members of the
student body identified on Iy by
a six-digit
number, seniors
fina Ily get their recognition.
For one fleeting moment as
their Dean reads their name
and the President shakes their
hand, they are in the spotlight

and don't care that the Dean mispronounced their name, they've
never seen the Pres i dent before
and the dipolma case is empty.
But a II too soon they become just
a part of the crowd aga in, a crowd
moving perhaps joyous Iy or perhaps reluctantly but steadi Iy away
from Cortland.

A TRANSFERS' THOUGHTS
Beginning of First Semester
I sometimes wonder what I'm doing here.
I often feel that I'm too "old" for this place
Like I've been through it all already.
I don't like crowded bars or getting drunk.
I don't feel like I'm in a class by myself
or above anyone else, just more experienced.
My roommates--I'm in a triple--are both freshmen.
I love them; we really get along well.
They bug me sometimes and I'm sure I bug them.
We have our ups and downs, our good moods,
and our bad moods. But things always work
out after a long talk.
I'm a junior transfer from Westchester Com. Coli. in New York
and Mesa Com. Coli. in Arizona. Three years of
college, three different colleges. Maybe I'll be a
professional student.
I commuted to classes and lived home with my family.
It seems so strange now not to be with them.
I miss them. If we lived close enough to here, I'd commute.
In my spare time I thi nk alot about
the future and what's in store for me.
I'll go through college. Find one man I can
give all my love to. Get married, work for
awhile, then raise a family.
Except that I fall in and out of love
at least twice a week.
It seems the way to meet people is at
a party, or downtown. And then you
never see them again. What a drag.

Jaye Gorgonzola

End of Second Semester
My god, have I changed.
F or one th i ng I'd rather be here than home.
In the past two semesters I've experienced freedom
and I can't imagine going home
and I iving under my parents' rules.
I've been able to come and go as I please.
But when I go home it's "Be in by 1:00."
I can't take it.
Since I've experienced some freedom,
I can't seem to get enough of it.
I still wonder what I'm doing here.
This isn't what I want.
I want to do the things I like to do.
Like travel cTakc off and disappear.
Going nowhere but going everywhere.
I basically hate school. Four years
of college, thousands of dollars spent
just for a shitty piece of paper.
That's worthless.
You can't get a job
anywhere so what's the difference.
Meeting, or not meeting, people doesn't
bother me any more. I've found some friends
that I really like and they're great.
Some people are schmucks.
If they realize something different about you,
they cons ider you strange or crazy.
Thank you, I consider that a compliment.
I wouldn't want to be I ike everyone else.
I've seen people change and grow /
and I know I've changed and grown.
But I want to move on to a new experience.
I don't want to be in an "Utopian college"
atmosphere anymore.
I want to live in real ity .

>
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It was, as I would eventually learn, an atypical Cortland
day. The sun was shining, the temperature was in the 70's
and there was grass on the Hayes-Hendrick quad. I was
fidgeting deeper and deeper into the recesses of the lounge
chair, when the twenty year old man sitting under the "10
Pictures" sign announced the next ex-high schooler to be
laminated, IlF avorule, Frederick."
'Those were the days my friend,
We thought they's never end. .. "
Freshman year was a novel, exciting and different
experience. It was a new toy on Christmas morn.
"Do you remember back in oid LA}
When everybody drove a chevrolet?
Do you remember Brewer and Shipley's wooden nickels,
Seatro!n, Gordon Lightfoot, a six of Bud for 89 cents, al/
male dorms, Man of La Mancha, the DeGroat Soc. office
fire, "anticipation,"
[ohnathon
Edwards "Sunshine,
dancing on the Tavern tables, your first Cortland love,
Richie Havens, The Byrds, 24 hour visitation, 75 Cortland
football jerseys? Do you remember Smegma, "Maggie
May, the Beach Boys, Hanoi, the draft lottery, the two
day strike, [one's censure by the faculty" Cornell and Navy
and Virginia and Kevin Verdi and Cortland lacrosse,
"Avenge the Screw in '72," beer with points, white I.D.
cards} the snow and the rain?
What is Cortland? It is a name, a place, a town, a school,
a juncture. Cortland is the juncture between real and ideal.
The ideals of classroom lectures, and no responsibilites and
a colleg setting ill prepare us for the shock of
transformation into the "real world," but the actualities
learning to live and work with people and learning about
yourself and who you are outweighs the disadvantages.
Cortland is a home, only temporary, but as lasting as any
other home you will ever know. After four years, the
memories of beer and parties and good times stand out like
a star. But the fondest memories of all are those of friends,
Do you remember traying behind Fitz or Seals and
Crofts, McGovern~Nixon, "Operator," the Towers lottery,
exchange students, Christine jorgensen, Company, Tommy,
j. Geils, "Rocky Mountain High," a half built Chelsea, Jane
Fonda, national championship lacrosse, Sha No No, the Carl
Seabrook-jack
Samuels punch, spinal meningitis tests,
"Dancin in the Moonlight," a a muddy Spring picnic,
Wednesday nights at Dam's Grill, the rain and the Snow?
It is a period of warmth filled with challenges, failures
and success. A continual striving to meet those challenges
and grow from the result} whether it be failure or success.
This vast range of experiences touches everyone} changes
and molds the students into people and forces the
realization that academics is not a college education.
/I
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Do you remember Billy Joel} the Mikado, streaking} the
Harlem Globetrotters, Zorba's, "On Campus Tonite, " Rod
Serlinq, "Rambling Man}" the Hockey team, Gay lib, more
mud at the picnic, the Eagles, Mayor Forcucci, Daniel
Ellsburg, WCSU and FM, "In the Mood," Daniel Ellsburg,
Watergate} the new PER bulldinq, Cuckoo's Nest,
off-campus living, Harry Chapin} the FSA surplus, William
Windom's "Thurber, " the snow and the rain?
The people are Cortland. It is the down to earth. "I am
what I am" person that makes the school. Someone who
helped you post a tough point or taught you about love or
helped shape your self, are what will last. The grades and
transcripts and awards will all deteriorate with time but the
memories won't.
.
Do you remember john Sebastian, jim Bouton, Little
Murders, the Stukuls affair, Wednesday night at the
Hollywood, job applications, Elton John's "Lucy in the
Sky," Denny's Homerville Diner, America, the SAB game
show, Lion in Winter, a sun filled picnic, WCSU and FM,
"Boogie Reggae Woman," Dan Rather, a trip to Florida,
interviews, the GRE's, the HousIng lottery, Mark Lane and
J FK, your last college paper, final parties, tearfull farewells,
graduation, the rain and the snow?
But alas} it is over. What pains is that it all seems to have
happened so quickly, four years in the flicker of an eyelash.
And for what?VVere the four years worth it? Did the time
make a difference? Did we change?
The question is not "did we?" for anyone who did not
has eluded the meaning of college, but the question is
"how?" For many the change is visible by itself, for others
the change may not show on the outside at all. Inside
yourself you can fee! the change that has occurred, has
formed your beliefs, values and set you on your way. We all
have been made aware of the people inside of us and their
qualities, of the people around us and their qualities and of
the life around us and its qualities, Everyone has been made
aware that college is learning and that learning is living and,
if nothing else, they have Cortland to thank for it.

It was, as I had come to learn} an atypical Cortland day.
The sun was shining, the temperature was in the 70's and
there was grass on the Hoy es-Hen drlck quad. I was fidgeting
deeper and deeper into the recesses of my cap and gown,
when the fifty year old man standing next to me on the
platform
spoke into the microphone} and announced
the
name of the next graduating senior to be awarded a
diploma. "".

Barbara Aaron
Elementary Education

Mindy Ackerman
Elementary Education

Nancy Addessi
Psychology

Michele Alteri
Elementary Education

Josephine Armideo
Secondary French

Penny Arnold
French
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Lorraine Ackland
Elementary Education

Ronald Ancona
Early Sec. Social

Studies

Jayne AuClair
Physical Education

Lawrence Adamkiewicz
Psycho! ogy

Brad April
Economics

Nancy Babcock
Secondary Biology

Patricia Baker
Physical Education

Joseph Barbieri
Biology

Shirley Bascombe
Early Sec. Social Studies

Susan Baran

Health

Steven Barnett
Physical Education

Mary Barber
Physi cal Education

Will lam Barber
Recreation

Velda Bartek
Secondary French

Lynn Bartholomew
Physical Education

Deborah Baum
Elementary Education
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Kathleen

Baumann

Health

Cathy Behringer

Karen Bayus
Early Sec. Social

Arlene

Beatty

Studies

Patricia Bell
Physical Education

Lucinda
Physical

Bellows
Education

Teresa Ben n itt
Early Secondary Math
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Dawn Bedell
.
Physical Education

Nancy Benjamin
Secondary Social

Ira Benowitz
History

Studies

Jut ia Bergin
Physical Education

Catherine

Nancy Bolt
Elementary Education

Douglas Bolton
Secondary Social

Diane Boylan
Early Secondary Math

Bishop

Studies

Patricia Brady
Early Secondary Math

Bishop

Brian Bogan
Elementary Education

Diane Bonenfant
Physical Education

Mary Lynn Bonneau
Physi cal Education

Catherine

Joanne

Braun

Cynthia Breed
Economics

149

Carl Breituise
Physical Education

Marianne Brown
Elementary Education

Rhonda Bryant
Recreation

150

Joyce

Bridenbaugh

Richard

Brown

Health

John Bull is
Psychology

Sharon Brimmer
Earl y Secondary

French

Valerie Brown
Elementary Education

Lorraine Burley
Physical Education

Kathleen Briska
Physical Education

Margaret

Bruns

Health

Jennifer

Buton

Gina Carach
Sociology

Terry Carpenter
Elementary Education

.Iessi ca Casey
Elementary
Education

Susan Cavataio
Sociology

Carol Buzzuto
Elementary Education

Richard
Engl ish

Casad one

Andrew Chasanoff
Recreation

Benita

(Bonnie)

Cathl een Carroll
Earl y Secondary Science

Phyllis

Cenci

Health

Cherkis

1 Sl

Sarah Ch ishol m
Early Secondary Math

Margaret Coli i gan
Earl y Secondary Engl ish

Jennifer

Claus

Health

Maureen Coil i gan
Secondary Social Studies

Sandra Cole
Pol itical Science

Ann Collins
Biology

Douglas Conner
Physical Education
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Kathleen Colligan
Secondary Social Studies

Anne Lynn Conigliaro
Secondary French

Valerie Cook
Physical Education.

Constance

Coupe

Health

Eileen Cullen
Physical Education

Lorri Creighton
Speech and Theatre

David

Cunningham

Dayl a Crocco

Mary Beth Cuda
Early Secondary English

Susan Curau

Ruth Dandrea
Secondary Engl ish

Health

\---Valerie Danesi
Elementary Education

Noreen Dauscher
Physical Education

Kathleen Davis
Secondary Biology

Lorraine Davis
Elementary Education
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John DeCotis
Physical Education

Patricia Deignan
Elementary Education

Richard Delugo
Physical Education

Danny Delurey
Secondary Biology

Joan Derin
Health

Virginia Desiderio
Elementary Education

Deborah

Del gado

Georgeanne Demby
Elementary Education

Ann Devery
Earl y Secondary

Engl ish

Victoria Del Rosso
Elementary Education

James DeMidio
Physical Education

Lew is DiLauro
Earl y Secondary Math.

Steven Discepolo
•
Physical Education

Paula Dobbins
Physical Education

Pamela Donlon
Early Secondary Math

James Dougherty
Physical Education

Marci Douglas
Elementary Education

Diane Downs
Secondary Math

Patricia Durso
Spanish

Marilyn
Dwyer
Physical Education

Bernadette Doty
Early Secondary Spanish

Ann Dunwitty
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Gail Eazehowitz

Michael Eilbaum
Secondary Social

156

Studies

Marilyn Edwards
Physical Education

Pamela Edwards
Elementary Education

Michael
Political

Vicki Elefante
Elementary Education

Anne Ell is
Art

steven Eposito

Karen Erani
Sociology

Eisenberg
Science

Richard Ehrflch
Economics

Deborah Facciolo
Elementary Education

.Jacquellne Farrell
Speech and Theatre

Judith Fetterman
Speech and Theatre

Jeffrey Fal kel
Physical Education

Ei I een Faul kner
Physical Education

William

Fields

Edm ond Farhart

Health

Fritz Favorule
Secondary Social

Studies

Stewart Finer
Early Sec. Social

Studies

Colleen Farrell
Physical Education

William
Physical

Felluca
Education

Sharon Finley
Early Secondary

Science

157

Rita Fino
Elementary

Education

Lu Ann Fowl er
Physical Education

Cheryl Fusco
Early Secondary Math
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Mary Fiorentino
Physical Education

Jim

Franzino

Health

Sheila Gaffney
Secondary Social

Studies

Karen Fisher
Secondary Spanish

Mary

Lou Flood

Anthony Frasca
Elementary Education

Constance French
Elementary Education

Cel ia Garnett
Secondary Math

Mary Garrison
Physical Education.

Lisa Gauch
Elementary Education

Shelley Glantz
Early Secondary

Science

Wil I iam Goff
Geology

Karen Geuther
Secondary Math

Mark Ginsberg
Psychology

Mark Glickman
Recreation

Sail ye GIoberm an
Sociology

Gloria

Giovernal i

Deb l Glogower
Physical Education

Joy Golden
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Nancy Gol iber
Physical Education

Donna Gorm an
Secondary Spanish

Howard Gorsky
Sociology

Michael
Graham
Psychology

~

.

Kathleen Grasso
Early Sec. Social

Studies

Marilyn
Green
Physical Education

Brian Greene
Geology

~
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Kevin Greenlees
Biology

..... DORM
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Jeanne Gressel
Engl ish

Karen Grimm
Physical Education,

..

./
Thomas Guarino
Economics

Patrice
Health

Victoria
Spanish

Halleran

Hartley

Salvatore Guarniere
Physical Education

Patricia

Hallinan

Shirley Hautanen
Economics

Carl Gural
Secondary Biology

Amy Gustman
Elementary Education

Kim Harding
Physical Education

Will iam Harris
Geology

Nancy Hayne
Speech and Theatre

Penny Hellman
Physi cal Education
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Jan Herringer
Econom ics

Virginia Heugle
Sociology

George Hill
Sociology

Ellen Hoffman
Secondary Blofcqy

Deborah Hoover
Physical Education

Thomas Horan
Physical Education

Barbara Horowitz
Earl y Secondary French

Una Hutchings
Secondary French

Mary Innes
Recreation

Eileen Jaffee
Chem istry

Mary Janak
Recreation

William

Jezierski

Clare Johannessen
Mathematics

Jeffrey Johnson
History

Luann Jones
Physical Education

Thomas Jones

Robin Kalder
Secondary Math

Jennifer Kam per
Early Sec. Social Studies

.~
William Judd
Early Secondary Math

Julia Kane
Elementary Education

Lorraine Just
Elementary Education

Barbara

Kaniecki

Health
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Monte Kaplan
Secondary Social

Studies

Linda Karlson
Psychology

Renee Kasdorf
Recreation

Li nda Kehres

Susan Keith

Christine

Health

Health

Health

Keller

Terry Kelly
Secondary Social
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Judith Kawryga
Early Secondary

Math

Christopher Kelley
Political
Science

Karen Kennedy
Studies

Health

Rebecca

Kenyon

Adria Kohn
Physical Education

Pam el a Kranz
Psychology

Linda Kirkpatrick
Secondary Math

Sheryl Kirschen
Elementary Education

Terri Koltun
Physical Education

Nancie Kossove
Sociology

Moni ka Kretschmann

Art

Melinda
Physical

Kriete
Education

Joanne Koennecke
Sociology

Paul Kozak
Health

Virginia
Physical

Kuck
Education
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Linda Kuhn
Elementary Education

Lynn Kunow
Elementary Education

Susan LaForge
Elementary Education

Robin Lane
Physical Education

Steven Lane
Physical Education

Paul Lang

Michael Lawrie
Sociology

Bruce Layman
Physical Education

Patricia Leary
Secondary Math

lb6

Health

Diane

Leccese

Philip Ledea
Biology

Robert Lee
Sociology

Andrew

Leibowitz'

Lawrence Leipow
Psychology

Judith Levine
Elementary Education

Jay Liebowitz

Clare Locascio
Art

Carol Lockwood
Elementary Education

Christian Lollo
Elementary Education

Arthur Lommel
Economics

Mark Lomolino
Biology

Melody Loop
Elementary Education

/
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Frederick Lord
Recreation

David Lowenstein
Secondary Social

Studies

Arnold Lorentson
Sociology

Andrew Lu kas
Secondary Engl ish

Judy Lougheed
Early Sec. Social

Pamela

Kathleen Lynch
Secondary Engl ish

Daniel Macikowski
Physical Education
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Loverso

Studies

Richard Lynch
Economics

Joan Mackey
Earl y Secondary

Engl ish

Karen Mager
Physical Education

LuAnn Malone
Early Secondary

Spanish

Robin Mance
Elementary Education

Bert Mandel baum
Biology

i
Robin Manowitz
Elementary
Education

Holly

Marenna

Gail Marino
Early Sec. Social

Studies

Gloria Marino
Physical Education

-:
~;'":4 .':'.....~

Theodore Marschke
Secondary Math

Susan Marshall
Chern istry

Ellen Marten
Health

Geraldine
Art

cMartin
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Susan Martin
Elementary Education

Brian McAree
Psychology

Mary McManus
Early Sec. Social
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Diane Maruszak
Elementary Education

Michele
Physical

Studies

McDonald
Education

Robert McReady
Biology

Barbara Matusick
Elementary Education

Stephanie McEnroe
Psychology

Jeanmarie Mendez
Elementary Education

Barbara Mazzotta
Secondary Spanish

Diana McGeeney
Recreation

Richard Meyers
Early Sec. Social

Stu'dies

Catherine Ml chal enlcz
Elementary Education

Susan Migon
Physical Education

Neva Miller
Physical Education

Thomas Miller
Early Secondary Science

Deborah Mitchell
Elementary Education

William
Mitchell
Sociology

Joanne Miles
Sociology

Mary Beth Minor
secondary Math

Mark Miller
Physical Education

Mary Miskell
Elementary Education
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Deborah Moeser
Physical Education

Michelle
Morris
Elementary Education

Linda Molnar
Secondary French

Steven

M osl er

Christine Moran
Secondary Engl ish

Susan Mrozkowski
Elementary Education

Sandra Murphy
Elementary Education
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Harium Morris
Elementary Education

Joann Mucitell i
Physical Education

Anne Nally
Elementary

Education

Thomas Nee
Secondary Social

Studies

Vashti Oates
Early Sec. Social

Studies

Kenneth Ural
Early Sec. Social

Studies

James Nelson
Early Secondary

Science

Helen O'DriscolJ
Early Secondary English

Nancy Osowick
Elementary Education

David Ness
English

Michelle

Olsen

Margaret Ostrowski
Physical Education

Elaine Nuccio
Elementary Education

Mary Ann Ondrako
Psychology

Noreen Pac ker
Speech and Theatre

17)

Robert Paget
Pol Hi cal Science

Yvonne Painter
Elementary
Education

Debra Parker
Sociology

Van ita Parker
Physical Education

Philomena
Health
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Perri

Nancy Pesegi
Early Secondary

Engl ish

Barbara Pal m er
Early Secondary Math

Eric Pearlstein
Early Secondary

Science

Anna Peterson
Mathematics

Susan Panzer!

Art

.

Carol Peloke
Speech and Theatre

Thomas Peterson
Secondary Social

Studl es

Deborah Pfeiffer
Elementary Education

Ronald Plante
Sociology

Rebecca Postol
Secondary Fren ch

Christopher
Recreation

Piedm ont

Beverl y PI itt
Early Sec. Social

Connie

Pirko

Art

Studies

Jeffrey Plotkin
Psychology

Patricia Pisano
Secondary Engl ish

Carol Poole
Elementary Education

Nancy Powell
Physical Education
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Debra Present
Elementary Education

Linda Rafuse
Elementary Education

Anne Quinlan

Health

-
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Karen Prokop
Physical Education

Kathleen Purcell
Physical Education

Andrew Puritz
History

Cynthia Raux
Elementary Education

Joan Reed
Secondary English

Sandra Reedy
Elementary Education

Janet Rees
Recreatio,n

Mary Regan
Health

Yvonne Regetz
Elementary Education

Paul Reh
Physi cal Education

Suzanne Reid
Speech and Theatre

Stuart Rissoff
Psychology

Richard
Biology

Reiss

Kathleen Renaghan
Pol l tl cal Science

Robert Riccio
Econom ics

Melanie
History

Rock

Kathleen Rodgers
Physical Education

Mary Ellen Romagnoli
Mathematics

Linda Rosenberg
Elementary Education
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Susan Rossi
Elementary
Education

John Rowe
Speech and Theatre

Andrea Samuels
Elementary
Education

Anne Sanders
Elementary
Education

Mary Jane Saxton
Psychology

Shelley Scarfone
Elementary Education

l7B

Carol Rubel
secondary French

Mary

Ann Sansone

Phyll is Scherbert
Elementary
Education

Christopher Sadlocha
Early Secondary Engl ish

Nancy Santangelo
Physical Education

June Sch iffm an
French

Jane Schinella·

KarenSchmalzbach

Health

Ei I een Schub
Early Secondary

Math

Ann Schwartz
Elementary Education

Cheryl Schultz
Secondary Spanish

Jane Schm idt
Physi cal Education

Linda Schutt
Early Secondary

Math

Doris Schneider
Elementary Education

Linda Schwal be
Early Secondary Math

Donald Schwartz
Psychology
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Steven Schwartz
Music

Lorraine Senesl
Secondary Math
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Jerome Scope
Black Studies

Sharon Sheinwald
Elementary Education

Wayne Scudder
Secondary Social

Donald
Studies

Selsky

Sociology

Barbara Shelley
Physical Education

Elaine Sherokow
Sociology

Judith Sherow
Biology

David Siegel
Biology

Susan Siegmann
Elementary Education

Kim Slick
Sociology

Fern Sobol
Earl y Secondary

Eileen

Silverman

Art

Karen Slowey
Elementary
Education

Math

Joanne Solomon
Spanish

Sandra Simowitz
Physical Education

Carol

Smoskey

Marjorie
Spawn
Secondary French

Lynn Sims
Recreation

Jane Snead
Speech and Theatre

Carol Spink
Recreation
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Jul ie Sprague
Physical Education
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Laura

Stainkamp

Art

Marilyn
Steinberg
Sociology

Deborah Stoddard
Earl y Secondary Engl ish

Jeanne SuI! ivan
Biology

Thereses Sui I ivan
Early Secondary French

Sallye Stebbins
Health

Susan Stone
Physi cal Education

Sally Sumner
Health

David Stelle
Early Secondary

Science

Susan Sturm
Physical Education

Nancy Susi
Elementary
Education'

Janis Sweedler
Physi cal Education

Virginia Thomas
Elementary Education

Mary Lynn Tillotson
Secondary Eng I ish

Nancy Swenson
Secondary Math

Elizabeth
French

Thompson

Jean Swierczek

Health

Pamela Thompson
Elementary Education

Brenda Taylor
Secondary Social

Maureen

Studies

Tighe

Health

Tania Tolosky
Elementary Education
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Barbara Tomei
Physical Education

Garth Tymeson
Physical Education

Debbie Traktman
Elementary Education

Christopher Tyson
Physical Education

Lanny Trustman
Econom ics

Margaret
Biology

Van

deWeert

Lynn Veberacher
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Kathy Turner

Health

Sandra Vargo
Elementary Education

Susan Verity
Elem entary Educatiqn

Brian Vorwald
Secondary Geology

Carole Wehrle
Physical Education

Valerie
Music

West

Carleen Warren
Early Secondary

Edward Weeks
Math

Health

David Weimer
Political
Science

Peter Weishan
Physical Education

Terry Wh lte
Elementary
Education

Bessie Williams
Sociology

Marilyn Weg
Speech and Theatre

Karen Werner
Elementary Education

Jacquel ine Wilson
Secondary Social Studies
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Lorraine Wilson
Sociology

Mark Wolff
Engl ish

Joan Winder!
Recreation

William

Helene Wohl
Physical Education

Woods

Janet

Wri ght

Joyce Wolfe
Elementary Education

Jane Wurzler
Secondary Social

Studies

.~
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Paula Wynnyk
El em entary Education
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Ellen Zabel
Earl y Secondary

Math

Pamela Zalewski
Physical Education

Arl ene Zdanow i cz
Speech and Theatre

Robert Zenker
Physical Education

Patricia Ziemba
Chem istry

Christine Zmudosky
Early Sec. Social Studies

Wendy Zonnevylle
Recreation

Janice Zwitch
Secondary Engl ish
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THANK YOU
We want to thank the '74-'75
Cortland College community. We did this
book about and for you; we hope you like what we did. We enjoyed doing
it.
And we want to agai n say thank you to thi s year's staff and to everyone
who helped us put the book together. If you gave us something to put in
the book or a word of encouragement, we did really appreciate it.
We would also like to thank the staffs of Cortland's yearbooks of the past
three years. Working with you gave us the desire, ideas and skills to do
this year's book. And without your foundation to build on, this book might
never have been.
But most importantly we would like to thank each other without whose support we could never have done this book. Putting the book together was a
long struggle, and if we had not been around to share the misery and tell
each other we were almost there, it would have been very easy to give up.

Thank You
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